What is JOSCAR Zero?

JOSCAR Zero is a collaborative decarbonisation programme to support the largest Aerospace & Defence organisations to calculate and reduce their Scope 3 carbon emissions, in support of the government’s commitment to Net Zero.

Benefits for Suppliers

- **Tailored Carbon Reduction Plans**
  JOSCAR Zero provides over one hundred measures to help and support suppliers generate their carbon reduction plans. The measures are tailored according to the products and services you supply and where you are based.

- **Specific guidance for implementing carbon reduction measures**
  Hellios have worked closely with global leader in environmental consultancy, Ricardo, to provide specific guidance on how to implement the carbon reduction measures. The guidance provided is designed using Ricardo’s expertise of running Carbon Reduction programmes for thousands of organisations globally.

- **Training and Support to help on your journey to Net Zero**
  Upskill your team with training and support modules to help your team understand the principles of Net Zero. The training modules cover information for those starting their Net Zero journey and those who have established programmes in place.

- **Demonstrate your Net Zero glidepath to your customers**
  JOSCAR Zero allows your organisation to demonstrate the progress you are making to your customers through a single submission. Based on your responses, Hellios will generate your emissions glidepath showing you and your customers how you are making your Net Zero commitments.

How it works

1. Buyer nominates site
2. Supplier is notified by Hellios
3. Supplier logs into JOSCAR portal
4. Supplier completes questionnaire
5. Supplier submits questionnaire

Builds on JOSCAR Values

Building on the established JOSCAR community recognised across the industry, JOSCAR Zero uses the same collaborative approach to reduce duplication to provide required information to stakeholders.